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O'Rourke assesses
!C!§C!!I~ s oflrst 109aD ~~Id~
D

A
compromise
which
saved the Savings & Loan
Associations, a veto to
raise the minimum wage
and a veto to a plan to
add revenue by raising
taxes are just some of
George Bush's accomplishments in his first 100
days as president, said
Lawrence O'Rourke, a.
White
House
correspondent and a columnist
for the St.· Louis PostDispatch.
of
His
assessment
Bush's first 100 days
appeared in this past
Sunday's edition of the

O'Rourke, who has also
been a lawyer and the
assistant deputy secretary
of education under the
Carter
administration,
assessed Bush'!! first 100
days for an audience of
approximately SO people
on April 20.
"Bush does not want to
break his most visible
campaign promise of not
raising
taxes:
said
O'Rourke, who will soon
accompany the president
on a multi-eity trip across
the U.S. "He is very
conscious of the 100 day
assessment."Charles Schultz gives

plan,"
O'Rourke
said
paraphrasing the former
secret~ry
of
state's
assessment.
Bush also failed to
rack up any significant
accomplishments on his
recent
trip
to
Asia,
O'Rourke said.
O'Rourke said he found
the Oliver North trial
fascinating
with
its
brilliant lawyers. "The
jury stayed awake: he
said. Bush was involved
in back door financing
through
Honduras,
he
said. "You can't count on
the press to let up on the
O'ROURKE see pa.e 3

•

Dr.. Michael Swanson gets a. face fun. of
whipped cream at the Spnns Carnival
held on April 22. For more CARNIVAL
PIX tum to e!Ce.13.
photo by Dave Gaeta

Are students satisfied1-

Stay tuned for survey results
By Kary Andrews
The results of the
survey concerning student
•

While· in the Soviet Union. Stein
visited with three local historians.
~ictured above.
From left to rictat.
Dwampkin. Frumpkin. Stein and Lumpkin.
photo courtesy 01 Josh Stein

tein travels to'USS
to aid refusniks

By Jennifer Ouellette

.years behind the United
. States and letters. They
Imagine being told that -also. brought goods, such
ou cannot leave the as Jeans, that could be
ountry because you are traded or sold ~n the
old that you know a black !Darket~ he saId.
tate secret.
StelQ saId he ~as
Now add to this that nervous
about
gOIng
you don't know what that thr~ugh. customs at the
secret could possibly be, S?vlet a1fpor~, but he and
but wishing desperately hIs group dId not. ha~e
that you did so that you any trouble
makIng It
could tell -it and have it through. In or~er t.o go
there, he and hIs fnends
no Ionger be secret
a.
h d
.
.
. This gives you 'some a to pose as touns.ts In
idea about what refusniks a group so that the Items
in the Soviet Union face, they brought would. not -be
said Joshua Stein, a fou.nd . and ~ confIscated,
hi tory professor at RWC Stem saId.
"I . .
wasn't . b n'ngl'ng
s recently went on a
who
.
d
t
'
to
the
Soviet
anythmg
dlegal m, but. It
10 . ay np
was unwelcomed,· he SaId.
UnIon:
.
The soldiers at - the
SteIn went there wIth .
f' ds aIrport are not allowed to
·
h IS
f our
0f
nen,
h
..
Ih
h
·
t
k
vIsItors
seek Ing 0 ma e contact touc
d . a ht oug'f
who they can . etam t em I
WI'th -some re f u sn'ks
I
needed some kind of help. they, decIde that you
This help came in the aren t who your ~assport
form
of
books
f or says y~u are, he saId. .
teaching,
non-narcotic
BeSl(le~ the phYSIcal
edicine because Soviet goods that they brought,
10-1 S STE,IN see pa.e 2
pharmacology is

•

the president reviews it,
said Karen Haskell, dean
of
students and
cochairpcnon of the Enrollment Planning Committee.
The
committee
is
currently reviewing the
results of a follow-up
questionnaire
which
consisted of six areas
that were found t
be
problem areas in the
original survey.
Students may remember
taking the survey in
November of last year.
The
proc~ss
of
deciphering what areas
need improvement and
what areas students are
happy with is still in the
works. _
Recently, students in
eac'h living area were
asked. to respond (orally)
to questions about academics,
residence
hall
regulations and enforcement, security and safety
and the college's concern
for the individual.
Questions
a bou t
student conduct, services
and facilities, advising,
billing and paying, food,
were arbitrarily varied.
Students
were
also
asked if they would be
willing to spend $100 more
semeUer
toward
a
improving these areas.
The questions were
more specific than the
original survey so that
the committee would be
better able to gauge
what areas specifically
needed improvement,
Haskell said.

The Questions asked on
the follow-up Questionnaires
were
chosen
because they

completed the committee's
recommenda tions
for
c han g e s a n d \ 0 r
be

e survey and\or the
committee considered them
to be critically important
areas to the kind of
school Roger
Williams
College advertises itself
to be, Haskell said.
For instance, RWC is
advertised as a small
school that gives its
students
individual
attention.
In this area,
therefore, it is important
for us to be above
average, Haskell said.
After the questionnaires were completed,
residen t
assistan ts
distributed
3XS index
cards to students so they
could list concerns they
had in addition to what
had been addressed on the
questionnaire,
Haskell
said.
The committee is now
going over the questionnaires and cards and
compiling a list of the
major
dissatisfactions,
Haskell said.
After this process is

bemid-May,
This
Haskell
said.
report will become the
committee's
working
agenda for next year.
The report will be
made available to l)G.
Messenler
after
the
presi4ent reviews it,
Haskell
said.
"The
committee does not wish
to hide any information,
we want to let students
know what we have

1iWIi~:;~~

should

fond.Haskell said she feels
that the s"rvey process
was done in a systematic
way which should assure
the information's validity.
She said that the
process has been a successful one.
-I don't think that in
recent years the college
has had such a pool of
information about student
views. Now it is up to
us to take the information
and
make
changes,·
Haskell said.

WHAT'S INSIDE
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STEIN Iro.
1
Council on Soviet Jewry
.Stein said
they also and the Union of Councils,
brought to the refusniks or Soviet Jewry. he said..
the knowledle that people
. Stein said that within
outside the Soviet Union 10 minutes after their
realize4 they were there arrival in these homes
and
that
they
were they were talkinl and
tryinl to help them. he actinl like old friends
said.
.
with the refusniks.
Stein- is c"'airman or Three of these people
the Jewish Foundations were historians named
Soviet Jewry Task Force Frumpkin. Lumpkin and
or
R.I..
which
is Dwampkin. who 10 to
responsible for organizing small Jewish communities
rallies and writinl to to record their history. he
conlressmen about the said.
With them. Stein
refusnik problem. While discussed their work and
working with this Iroup tried to help them come
Stein said he had been up with ways that they
able
to
study
the could publish their work.
refusnik situation from said Stein.
afar. so he decided that
Besides the refusniks.
it was time for him to Stein said they also met
sec what was going on with people who arc
for himself. His trip was known as poor relatives.
people
don't
made possible partially by These
have
state
a research" grant from necessarily
RWC, which paid for secrets. but they have a
. half of the expenses. he living adult parent who
said.
they need permission from
One of the things to leave the country. In
Stein and his group hoped these cases the parent
to accomplish. besides doesn't
always
grant
bringing in supplies. was permission because they
to try to help settle some will miss their children or
. philosophical
disputes they may become outcasts
among
the
Jewish in their society. said
refusniks., These disputes Stein.
revolved around why the
One of the main
people should be teaching complaints
from
the
Hebrew. said ~te~Q... :rhey _people they met was that
told' the 'people "tpat if did~ ,~yeryt . I
. rWc4 b
not -, matter wh'at their r-egulatiolll, not laws. that·
philosophical differences
are
made
up
by
were. that they should bureaucrats. he said. -If
just make sure that they you ask, why did this
kept on teaching Hebrew, happen, the answer is,
so me bod y
he said. -I'm not sure if be c a usc
we were successful or decided,- he said.
But with Glasnost the
nof,'- .sa~d Stein.
while they were there, country is opening up a
Stein said they were able bit more in some ways,
to meet with 17 or 18 said Stein. People have
families that were on, found that their mail is
their list of 2S names. getting through more and
this list was given to phone calls aren't being
them by, the National cut off as much as they

.
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Makeovers .
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e ru es
without creating too much
liability for the college.
said Capozza.
The fence put up
RIGHTS see pa.e 3
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than those the school has'
carte blanche with setting:
rules and policies.
Some of the differences between public
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and
private
colleges
according to Capozza arc:
• Public colleges arc
required
to
have
a. _
judicial system, private
colleges are not.
•. Public colleges are
required to be accessible
for the handicapped.
private schools are not.
In
public colleges
•
student activities
fees
mesh with other funds in
the school while private
institutions tend to keep
them separate.
•
So.
when
students
enter R WC and sign the
housing
contract
they
agree to abide by all of
the stated rules.
If a student does not
wish to go by those rules
then he or she should
find housing off campus.
Capozza said.
Students arc given the
opportunity
to
read
through the contract at
orientation before they
have to give the final
signature at the beginning
of the year.
R we
tries
to
be
in
giving
. reasonable

'Student Discount for RWC Students

I.

10% Student Discount

I•
•
:••

In the last issue The
Messenger covered the
fire check done by the
Student Life Office.
Uncovered in that story
differences
were 'the
between student rights at
a private college and a
public one. The following
is an explanation of those
differences.
The
controversy
started when the SLO
confiscated fire hazards
such as microwaves and
hotpots in March.
It is stated in the
school's housing contract
that SLO has the right to
confiscate all potenti~l
fire hazards.
The next question was,
is the contract legally
The answer:
binding?
kind of.
According to Marc
. Capozza, director of the
SLO, when a student
enters a
private
institution
he/she
is
required to abide by the
rules set by that college.
The college in turn is
required to abide by R.I.
state laws such as, fire

(men & women)

FIRST IMPRESSION
RES'UMES

•

By Sarah Blanchard

.

"

•

Students' rights at' private,
public colleges differ
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used to be. he said.
Another problem with
the country right now
that Stein could see was
the
poor
state
the
economy is in. The black
market is flourishing so
that money has little. if
no value.
This' was
evident to Stein when his
taxi driver took two
packs
of
Marlboro
cilarettes for his fare
instead of the three
rubles that they offered
to him, he said.
People who have been
refusniks for a IonI time
now are the most unfortunate
because
even
though more Jews are
being allowed to leave the
country.
they
will
probably never get to
leave.
By letting these
old refusniks leave now'
after denying them for so
long would imply that the
reason they were held in
the first place was not
valid. said Stein. . They
have
to
face
the
realization that they will
probably never be able to
leave the country. he
said.
Stein will now help to.
spread the word about the
refusnik situation through
some articles he will write
for
so m e l 0 cal
news,?a~r
e s i . He
1 a
..
I
informal
talk
on
Wednesday. May 10 at 8
p.m. in the Bayroom for
anyone who is interested
in learning more.

Crea. a ,q"..ue fint i~Jlre,sio"
with a projessio"al r.,••e IIJ

I
I
I
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NOTEWORTHY
OSROURKE from pale 1 yet, he's waiting for .the
question
of
Bush's game to start,- O'Rourke
said.
involvement,- he said.
-I believe George Bush
Bush faces some tough
decisions in the near is a New England, New
future including replying York,
Republican
'to
nuclear/conventional moderate
trapped
in
arms concerns, O'Rourke conservatism by Ronald
said. -He's going to have Reagan,- he said.
to decide which defense
-I believe Georle Bush
system to subscribe to goes to bed ,t 10:30 and
with the $400 billion he goos to sleep,- O'Rourke
has to spend.said. -He plays as he
O'Rourke says he feels gocs.that . George Bush is an
O'Rourke touched on
open
and
friendly some of the major issues
president; much different Bush will have to decide
from former President on and offered his own
Ronald Reagan.
forecast of how he feels
He cited the time when Bush sees the issue and
Bush pulled a child out of how he thinks Bush will
line for a tour to show deal with it.
her the White House • Education • O'Rourke
puppies and the way he said he thinks Bush
regularly walks into the shouldn't have cut the
White House press room education
budget
but
to talk with the media as added more to it.
exa mples
of
this • Deficit • Bush needs
friendliness.
to bring down the deficit.
Bush
is
natural, He can do that by cutting
spontaneous, understanding more programs or raising
and
unimpressed
with taxes, O'Rourke said, -I
think he should raise'
himself, O'Rourke said.
Those same attributes are taxes on the upper middle
detriments
as
well and upper classes.because of, his tendency • Drugs • -Drugs are
not to plan ahead and his destroying us,- O'Rourke
semi·devious nature, he said, -The drug problem is
said.
white
suburbanite
a
Blacks
can't
Bush is likely to make problem.
more mistakes because of afford cocaine.- Bush is
hi s 0
i
M,·,"Iid~.-"_.,,
but Reagan was a walking problem but he will not
disaster
as
far
as do what is necessary,
O'Rourke said.
(spoDtaDeity iD) talkia. ..
was concerned, he said.
. • AbortioD - He said he
-aush has few ideas ot felt Bush would remain
where he's going. He sympathetic
to
anti- /
hasn't showD us his moves abortionists because they

are
older,
whi.te
suburbanites whQ tend to
vote Republican in greater
numbers than Democrats
who tend to be younger"
black and ethnic.
• Terrorism • O'Rourke
said he feels Bush has no
future plans to reduce
terroris.... except not to
deal with terrorists.
• Animal Rights • Bush
has no 'viewpoint on
animal rights except that
he continues to favor
them for use in medical
research, he said. .
O'Rourke said he feels
Bush will definitely be re·
elected in 1992 simply
because the Democfats.
won't be able to pull
together a candidate by
then.
Another factor that
will figure into the 1992
presidential election is the
1990 census.
. -After the 1990 census
California will get five
more seats in the House
wherea.! New York - and
the mid·west will lose
result.
seats.
As
a
California will have 20'
percent of the· votes
needed to elect the next
president of the United
States,- O'Rourke said.
-Negative campaigning
works,- O'Rourke

•••••"_MIlIi"1IiI

about Bush's campaign
tactics against Democratic
opponeDt,
Michael
Dukakis. Bush had nothi.1
to say so he kept the
focus on Dukakis, he
made him explain away his

Attention Seniors

"Prospect f
change in the
ISoviet Union"

soft points, he said.
He also compared the .
S 0
pri~t and broadcast medial
sayIng, -The written word
•
is a
cooler
medium.
Readers
can
analyze
Rear Admiral Ronald J.
concepts and ideas and
Kurth,
pres~dent of the
create' their
own
Navel
War
College in
arguments. T.V. is the
Newport,
will
speak on·
hotter medium. Viewers
the
-Prospects
of
Change
got eight second flashes
,in
the
Soviet
Unionof the candidates per
today
at
8
p.m.
in
the
night in this election
Student
Center.
Dean
down from IS to 20
seconds from the last Forbes is hosting the
event in conjunction with
election.college's
study
O'Rourke also talked the
program
to
the
Soviet
about the role of media
scrutiny on politicians in Union from May 22 to
general and on Vice June 6.
In the mid '70s, Kurth
President
Dan Quayle
served
as
the
navel
specifically.
attache
to
the
U.S.
-I am not comfortable
Embassy
in
Moscow.
A
with Dan Quayle beini a
decade
later
he
returned
heartbeat away from the
the. .' .embassy
as
presidency,O'Rourke. .to
<fefensc'
aitachc~
.
He
said. He did say that
Ph.D
in
Quayle is trying and that carned
government
at
Harvard
with
more
experience
could
be
a
decent where he also received a
corporate appointment to
president,- O'Rourke said.
. -Dan Quayle will see the faculty u a Teaching
.F~llow.; in.
. mc:f.ican
the world,- he said.
NatiOQtl1
'GOveTP~C:JM'
He
-Sometimes he'll be uked
.
served'
In
the
Politico·
to carry a little water for
George Bush but he won't Military Policy Section
(OP-61), Office of the
have any real responChief
of
Naval
sibility.Operations.
In
1987,
- -....- - - - - - - .
Kurth became president of
RIGHTS frOID pale 2
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F'o r
needed to enforce to warn information about
students of the potential lecture, contact David
danger of the cliff line. Melchar at extension 2128.
This
covers
the
college's end in the state
requirement which makes
the college responsible for
demonstrating a' -duty to
care- or a reasonable
amount
of
care
for
students, Capozza said.

No $ down and
easy payments now

Birthdays .
Mother's Day .
Graduation .
Gift for a friend...

Too busy to shop?

at

We've got
the solution.
,
The perfect gift at the perfect location.
The gift shop in the Carriage House at

..

Bristol TOYOTA
706 Metacom Ave.(RTE.136), Bristol
253-2100
For details stop by or contact

Eva Bickford
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.~

. .

SHOP HOURS:
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Editorial
Editorial

THE F~W" 'THE DEDICATED
ANQ THE UNAFRAID

If you've looked around the school
duting the past few weeks, you'll have
.n~tleef:l that posters and ~i.lns popp'ed
up a.~ over.the place, as If- the spring
air was drawing tliem out.
These posters were made by students
who .wanted to do something for their
class and their school: they ran for
'c"ss offices. Some people may say, big
deal, anyone can do that. But it is a
big deal. These people wanted to help
out their class, so they took the
initiative and went out on a 11mb.
Many of the people ran unopposed.
This probably di~. not happen due to
fear of competition.
Instead, it
happened because not enough people care
about what is going on around tbem or
want to get personally involved in
something tllat will take time to do.
. It is a lood feeling to kn~w that we
can choose from some· dedicated students
who think things can be made better and
who aren't just willing to sit back and
wa~ch their college years flash before
their eyes.
.'
:.r.; , 00 ~ many people spend th.eir time
2 dtntJlaih~. 'about the
way things are
. run at sctiool, but where are they when
they can stg forward and help to make
changes1 The same old tired excuses
start p'ouring out of them: I don't have
time, I have better thinls to do, things
won t change because of me.
But JM»w- do ou know YOU couldn't
heln·~
'.
. "1
evelytliJ •
If anything IOU will gain .the respect of
Jour peen lor ven tryinl... You don't
Just liave to try to let elected to. an
office. There are Dlenty of thinls you
can volunteer for wl'ere you can itevote
as Otlle or as much time as you have
-av....bIe. - ~~.:. Anyone. can attend class
... ~ boatel meetinls, and even more
~ps would love. new members who can
tiring with them fresh ideas and a new
pen.JJective.
Once you graduate much of what
you, prospective .e'!'Ployers will .Iook for
IS . wh.t· extracumcular
vltles you
took ,art· in. ·Th18 shows that you have
". initiative and aren't just willing to sit
back and let everyone else take care of
things.
Over the summer think about how you
can put SOI\l8 'of your talents to work
for you and the school by ~ining a
aroup or o....nlz.tion. Stop being a
"=pe ". .Ioiker and realize that your
op
does count for something and
should be voiced In a constructive way•.

Letter to· the
Editor
To the Editor:
With
music courses
being
held
in
the
"Architecture Building. the
chorus reh~arsing at the
Congregational Church in
town, it would be a great
asset to the Music Dept.
if space could be made
available.
Students who come
here with training in
instrumental music have
no place to practice. The
visibility of music would
add another dimension to
the Fine Arts Department
and
the
college
in
general.
loan Rota

UlItd~·

n " p r uiItI"to .-.e JO. aDd the coil. coamaDity.

We welco. . u , sqacatioD ed/or co_eDb. We will • •
VOI.Dtadl, cornet aD, errors- CoaDd iD The MeaeDler. To oCCer a
story idea, make a commeDt. or report aD error, either drop it
orc iD writiq at The MelleDleI' orrice iD the Dew additiOD or
phoDe us a' 253-1040 ext. 2229.
lDf'onuI, h.moro.... opiDiODatecl aDd .tirical articles
(iDcladial cartooDs) will be coulderecl Cor pablicatioD OD the
Editorial or Op-Ed pale. U..~ped ~itoria" are the opiDioD oC
The Meaeqer Editorial Board. All Letten to the Editor. aDd
commeatad.. atilt be tJped or aeaU, wri$teD. The aathor's rail
Dame Ud' phODe D.~~ . . .t be lepbly writteD aDd the lett~n
mast be aipCd or else they will Dot be accepted Cor pablicatioD.
Ordiaarily the, shoald Dot exceed 1000 words iD leDlth. All
aabmitted materia" are aabject to editoria" review by ne
MelleDtOr prior to pablicatioa.
AU.alpecl material wlaich appean is the poaitiOD oC the
ador aDd does Dot DecelDrily reClect the opiDioD oC The
MelleDler.

l.~

The Messenger is a bi-moDthly publication
by Roger Williams College students for the College community.
First Place Willner ill the 1989 Americall Scholdstic Press
Associatioll Newspaper CORtat _
.
A Member 01 the New Ellglarul Collegiate Newspaper Associatioll

Address all Correspondence to:
The Messellger Roger Williams College. Bristol, R.I. 02809
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Surrounding You
By Mark Gould
As the semester rapidly
oncludes, we all feel the
tresses and strains of the
ectic year. It seems that
nly yesterday we were
hivering in the February
inds
aJ/aiting
the
promised- snowstorm. For
he freshmen orientation
as just the other day
.ut now one quarter of
our undergraduate career
·s complete. At the· other
nd, the seniors have
one it! Time passes on.
With this rapid pace,
many may not have
ontemplated what to do
or
the
summer
or
forever). Have you come
to grips with yourself,
your significant other,
your
courses,
your
parents, etc.? There are
only two weeks before
you head home. What is it
that you would like to
o? How do you achieve
these goals?
As
I
have
been
ommenting during the
ear this campus is a

By John Painter
There was a time when
it
was admirable to
possess an impassioned
desire to perform to
higher standards to burn
inside for an elevated
quality of being.
The
history of this country is
bursting with men and
women who pushed their
minds and bodies to
extremes of performance
for the deceptively simple
reason that they believed
in what they did. Where
are ,the men and women
of spirit and mission
today?
The path of least
resistance is a popular
route to travel these
days. No grand designs,
no righteous inspiration,
no
feverish
passions.
Just pick a short term
goal and achieve it. One
step in front of the
other, eyes cast down,
focused on the next
footstep.
There is the
finish line-- pick up the
stride now.
Cross the
line, start again.
IC it came down to it,
how many people today
would lay down their
lives for an idea? Does
this sound like a peculiar
question?
Alexander
Hamilton, James Madison,
Thomas Jefferson, and
Benjamin
Franklin
wouldn't
find
this
question
peculiar.
Nehher
would
·the
minutemen who died at
Lexington and Concord. I

real gem in helping you
achieve the answers. Get
outdoors
observe
and
think. T~ke a deep' breath
of Bristol fresh air,
marvel at the beauty of
the campus and believe jt
or not, let us enjoy
another grand tour of the
campus. (The response
from the last article wa,
so great that another path
had to be forged.)
For this magnificent
circuit of the campus, we
will
begin
at
the
Administration Building.
First,
note
the
well
manicured lawn, trees, and
flo w e r
bed s.
Aesthetically, they arc
very
pleasing
and
provide one with an
appropriate image of a
college located in
a
suburban
environment.
Pretty! The Physical Plant
docs a good job in
maintaining the appearance
of the campus. Kudos to
them!
Walk by the boiler
plant (the nondescript
building next to the
parking lot). Marvel at

no

the squeeze that occurs
for parking !?y staff,
faculty
and
students.
y.'h~r~ docs one. put. t.he
lDflnlte demand lD a fmlte
space? Walk on past !he
gym to the large parkIng
lot. Note the broken
shells. left
~y
gulls
droPlUng shellfIsh. Watch
your head.
Canter over to the
NIKE site. There must
have been some great
parties
here
recently.
Look in ·the guardshack at
the potential aluminum
mine or look along the
roadside at the vodka
connection. As you stroll
around the NIKE site ask
if the fence is intended
to keep the students in or
out? Walk arounc;t the
perimeter.
Have
you
visited the engineering
laboratories,?
The view of the bay
is quite nice from here.
Enjoy if and if you can
bring yourself back to
reality, to the end of the
semester, to. the future.
Have a great summer and
beyond!

longer these men and '. women
fashionable
to
be were not always happy in
interested in history., It's their struggle, surely they'
not cool. to have
endured
trials
and
intellectual •heros.
I tribulations they would
understand it's not chic to have gladly done without.
or However, for them, a~y
have
a
mission
philosophy of life either. price was worth the
No, the rage today is to fulfillment
of
their
shun such antiquated and missions'
and
dreams.
outmoded styles of living. Any price.
Be pragmatic.
What
Today we avert our
good are principles and eyes from that bright
ideals in the real world-- sunlight. If we read of a
we all know that theory difficult question, we turn
and practice arc two ,. the
page.
IC
we
different things.
Let's encounter
a
complex
be practical about our debate, we disengage. We
lives, let's put beliefs only want to be left alone
aside and get things to survive and subsist.
done!
Too rare is the taker of
How can
this
be posterity's kiss.
Where
happening in America? are the men and women
This
is
the
country with focused minds, who
founded on principles, will examine our often
created in the noble image misguided orb of humanity
of
the Enlightenment. and eagerly undertake to
This
is
the
country rekindle the sparks of
conceived and settled by purpose
and
reason?
men and women of passion Where are those who arc
and mission.
Men and willing to contribute some
women who burned with small part to the causes
the fire of ultimate will, of truth and freedom?
Today
we
need
who put the desire for a
moral society based on intellectual
minutemen.
the natural rights of man We need men and women
above even the love of who are ready and willing
their own lives.
These in a moments notice to
in
searching,
were people who tore engage
their gaze away from the intellectual
discourse-bumper-sticker
'path of least resistance and
and looked skyward into philosophers
need" not
the bright sunlight of apply.
We need people
truth, knowledge, and who
will
read
a
wisdom.
They left a newspaper article and
legacy of freedom, they question the assumptions
created a spirit and a of the writer. We need
vision which has spanned citizens who will take
time and distance. Surely the ,time to vote a

Venture beyond tbe
Garanimal Zone
By Heather Zapa.ta
Have you ever noticed
how we tend to group
with people who dress like
us?
Everybody docs it.
Those of us with leather
jackets hang out with
others who have leather
jackets. Those of us with
faded jeans hang out with
others who have faded
jeans and so on. Not to
say this is a particularly
negative
or
positive
point, but have you ever
wondered why people do
this?
It sort of conjures up
memories of Garanimals.
Remember
Qaranimals?
That brand, of clothing
that allowed grade school
children and younger to
match
their
outfits,
guided by the right animal
For example, said
tag.
monkey top went with
said
monkey
bottom.
Elephant pants went with
the acceptable elephant
shuts and so on. Sure,
that's great to a certain

-

extent. Mom then isn't
worried that Janie will
wear her vermillion plaid
pants - with that clashing
yellow and green romper
top. The custom, how-:
ever, becomes obsolete
when Janie is stoned by
her classmates on the way
to r.eCess for wedding her
giraffe to her moose.
Often
the
fashio~
conscious of any era
adapt
such
mindless
customs.
We arc only
able to stay within our
realm of clothing w~thout
venturing
one
step
beyond.
What does fashion
mean? To the layman it
is merely a way to cover
parts of the body and
obtain warmth.
But outer wear is an
ever'
growing
and
broadening means of self
expression.
That
is,
however,
totally
ineffective if personal
FASHION

see pale 6

.

crooked politician out of
office. We need mothers
and fathers who will
take time' off from work
to share important events
with their children. We
need businessmen who will
worry about the 10Dl term
implications
of
their
business, as well as short
term profits.
We need
scientists and engineers
who are more concerned
about the validity of data
then scheduling the next
press conference.
We
need college students who
will make the effort to
read a primary source
that isn't required, or
question a theory handed
to them.
The world
need not be ruled by a
cult of moral greyness. or
a culture of indifference.
Things fan be black and
white-certainty
is
possible,
reason
is
powerful, principles are
worthwhile.
This is
America,
where
our
ancestors stood tall on
their
convictions- we
too must make the pursuit
of truth and the defense
of liberty the hallmarks
of our lives.
We must
become
intellectual
minutemen, driven by our
mission and warmed by
~hat
flame. within us.
Let us pro'tect the legacy
of our founders, and of
all those who gave their
lives for our freedom.
That is our common
mission.
'.
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NOTEWORTHY
FASHION fro. paae 5
creativity
i·
not
.involved.
Clothing
should be uninhibited and
able to speak with an
individual voice.
It is when we divorce
fashion from its meaning
that the pieces lose their
purpose.
Example: The slashed,
torn look of the Flashdance fad speculatively
projected
aggressive
rebellion. Now when we
wear something .orn it is
usually purchased that
way from a manufacturer
who "slashed" h'
abric
with such preCISIon that
the article of clothing is
lacking all of the excitement and brashness akin
to
it's
origin.
It
'becomes so commercialized, adulterated and slick

that it lacks a statement the mirror to the soul. Or
and is worn solely for the gee, ,I
hate
torn
sa1.ce of .its "fashion- sweatshirts, so I just
ability."
can't marry him/her.
So let's take it for
Nevertheless, we all
rJ)te . that we're more have inhibitions and we
comfortable
and
more all have preferences. I
easily' accepted when we am probably the biggest
dress like each other.
culprit
of all,
being
But 'being
in
a extremely
conservative
rhetorical frame of mind, and never having enough
why not hang around ingenuity to wear my
with people who dress like dinner jacket without my
us? I'm just saying that tie.
a crime is committed when
Instead, fashion no
outer appearance is the longer
makes
individsole criteria for choice ualized statements but
of crOwd.
instead
only
parrots
So we all dress to fit images.
We
become
a certain mode or image. locked into our own
Perhaps
it's just
the societal
uniforms
like
pseudo-Greek philosophy constricting
straight
tha t
is
off ensi ve. jackets, unable to feel we
Namely, that what you see look good unless we've
is what you get, period. first been told so by
The outer appearance is ·others who we are trying
to look like.
Well, just for today
I'm going to fight my
self-perpetuated mold by
We are currently accepting
wearing clashing styles, at
least
in
underwear.
applications for summer
Remember that Mom still
loves you Janie.

SUMMER JOBS
employment at our East

Providence Plant.

They ca'me out for the cook out even in
he rain as the officers of the Dorm 2
Hall Council cook .dinner for their
dormmates. '
photos by Michele Baccarella

Openings are anticipated'
on all shifts.

Excellent weges.

n.

@. . . . . .

,I

275, Ferris Ave.
East Providence, AI 02916

EventsCommittee

,

Call our Human Resources
Office for additional
information at 438-341 0
or apply jn person at:

t

The SAC Concert/Major

"#ft-----------...;-.
" Equa. OppQrtunity Employer

N'SART SHOP

:By
The
Club
hosted
its
first
tournament
with
Bridgewater State College
on Sunday, April 23. This
was
the
first
nonintramural competition for
the club.
At each table there
wasa
feeling
of
uncertainty since each
player didn't know the'
strengths and weaknesses'
of his opponent.
There were IS members
from each school who
.competed for six prizes.
The first, second and

third
place
winners
received
trophies
and
cash prizes. Fourth, fifth
and sixth place winners
received plaques.
The winners were:
TIM EDWARDS - BSC,
first place
SOTIRI
BARBOUNISRWC, second place
TIM MITCHELL - RWC,
third place
TIM COLLINS - BSC,
fourth place
PETE HOBSON - BSC,
fifth place
.
MIKE MCDEVITT - awe,
six place

MAY 10
9 PM'

FIREWORKS will be
shot off from North
Campus Parking Lot.
Viewing area will be on
and around the soccer
fiel~.
Bring
your
blankets and lawn chairs.

Prerequisite: Progressive and enlightened sense of sell.
A comprehensive overview of the therapeutic. purifying
and cathartic' effects of water on laundry and the
summer-bound psyche. In preparation fOl' beal:h 01'
poolside. students will independently contemplate the
aesthetics of water in the warm or cold wash cycle as
state-of-the-art equipment chums suds and
duds. Includes voluntary workshop on the bright
white visions and quasi-prenatal
euphoria evoked by the motion and
sound of quality washing machinery.
Very specilll offering.

Art Classes

Art & Drafting Supplies
ROGER WILLIAMS COLLEGE

i

WEDNESDAY

Introduction to Watervisions

'245-4583

,.

(rescheduled
from
Saturday. April 221ld)

Beach 101

543 MAIN STREET, WARREN RI

- Gallery

FIREWORKS

STUDENTS... ·
"

20% discount 'til end of

•
This Is no ordinary laundry ... 'hi. I.

semester with student 10.

JRe
at the new Belltower Plaza on Metacom Avenue

253-2nO

laundf1J .

The Messenger

THE SIGN OF GOOD CENTS
PACKAGE HANDLERS

Where else but UPS can you earn:
• $8-9/houi' to start

•
•
•
•
•
•

steady part time 3 to 5 hour shifts to fit your school schedule
full time benefits for part time work
chance for advancement for men and women alike
get paid to get into shape
no experience needed
and more!

Contact your Student Employment office or for more information about
other shifts call (617) 762-9911. United Parcel Service has facilities in
Norwood, Brockton, Watertown, Dartmouth, Dennis, Sagamore and
Warwick, AI.
.

~

~] Unl~~~U~~~~:~ti~erVICe
(AJ

Always an Equal Opportunity Employer

"
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Rwe Art Exhibit - Flae All
10 am - 4 pm
Roseathal photo exhibit Wednesday Nllht at the
-Die Hard- That Place 9:3

10
Rosenthal photo exhibit FIREWORKS - North ca
viewlnl area on soccer flel
Wednesday Nilht at the M
-Scrooled- That Place 9:3

FINAL EX;AMS
8 - 10 am - period 1
10 - 12 pm - period 23
12 - 2 pm - multi-sec
2 - 4 p. - period 4 .
4 - 6 pm - period 2S

c

,
•

..
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arch buildlDI
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ENTERTAINMENT
Casablanca
By Mary POI.tO
Casablanca is a movie
that will never go out of
tyle. It is a classic that
has it all: good guys, bad
guys, excitement, intrigue
nd romance. You name
it, this movie has it.
Even if you have never
seen this film before,
lines from the 'dialogue
have become part of your
everyday language.
Some
lines,
for
example, made famous by
Bogart
are
·Here's
lookin' at you kid: and
·Of all the gin joints in
all the towns...• You
know how the rest goes.
How about the famous
tunc ·As time Goes By.·
Will you ever hear that
and not associate it with
Casablanca.
This movie centers
around two people who at
one time had a love
affair in Paris. Rick
Blaine,
played
by
Humphrey Bogart is a
tough, apathe.tic, cynical
blU;-OW~f)
:.Qave
soft spot for the
underdog and lisa Lund,
played by Ingrid Bergman,
's a passionate' woman
ho loves two men for
wo different reasons.
These two characters
eet again after years

beginning. In Paris Rich
and lisa fall in love, only
to be interrupted by' the
Nazi invasion. Together
they
make
plans
to
escape, but lisa never
docs show up at the train
station and Rick must be
pulled on the train by his
friend, the piano player
Sam, played by Dooley
Wilson.
Now,
b a c kin
Casablanca
Rick
has
become a hardboiled bar
owner who has surrounded
himself with criminals,
rich, poor, and all types
of people trying to escape
from the Germans. When
lisa reappears with her
husband Victor Laszlo,
played by Paul Henreid,
Rick is devastated, but is
forced to risk everything
to save his lady love
from danger.
Laszlo is the head of
the freedom fight and
must
get
out
of
Casablanca in order to
continue his work. Rick is
the only one in a position
to help. He hesitates at

"Stage Directions" - A review
By Heather Zapaata

·Stage Directions·, by
Israel Horowitz, was the
senior project of studentdirector Micheal Ringler.
The play was performed
at RWC on April 21.
The play's title was by
no means euphemistic. It
was
done
totally
in
verbalized
stage
directions.
The play
takes place when two
sisters and their brother,
who have not spoken to
each other for years, are
thrown
together
after
their relative's funeral.
The
choppy
minimonologues
take
you
inside the minds of the
characters
while
also
describing their superficial
physical movements.
The play itself is
incredible in the concept
that the characters talk
of themselves, of each
other but never to each
other. They play at the
·we're trying
not to
notice we're in the same
room·
scenario
until
Richard,
the
brother,
leaves the room.
The
'f' ~
Q.(!~~,'~lfl~~~~~~:r 1,Ultb and Ruby,
towards t sa, but reverts a ~
II
competItion
back to the sentimentalist for who will be the next
he was in Paris. In the to exit. Well, Ruth wins,
end, Bogart once again so to speak, leaving Ruby
loses the girl, but gains to climax the production
the respect of the world.
when she intentionally
Such a mixture of cuts herself with broken
danger and love cannot go glass and •..screams but

The play is 40 minutes
of relentless tension that
I applaud anyone for
having the courage to
undertake.
Still,
there
were some flaws in the
piece.
The monologues were
mostly on tape and that
proved
to
be
a
distraction
at
first
because of the tinny,
unrefined
sounds
produced. The only times
the actors literally uttered
anything was during the
sequence
referring
to
their
mother's
and
brother's death.
The
0 the r
such
tim e,
surprisingly in contrast,
was their laughter.
Mark Lampert, senior
theatre
major,
played
Richard. He was good at
making his movements
look natural. He blended
anticipation of the tape
recorded stage directions
with spontaneity.
Still,
some things were too
deliberately comical, like
the ·unconscious· touching
of the nose and the insect
swatting.
The sisters Ruth and
Ruby were played by
freshmen
Lisa
Abrons
and Jennifer VaBAal
Ruth had a very
natural quality and there
was a genuineness to her
anger.
However
the
emotions needed to be
more
focused
and
controlled. Some of her

and needed to be more
relaxed.
Ruby was interesting,
perhaps unintentionally, in
the dual symbolism of her
name being synonymous
with color, and also being
the only one to wear
something
so
vibrant.
VanAalten portrayed a
mix of vulnerability and
anxiety very well. Again,
as with the others, Jhe
was
good
WIth
her
movement but had the
relative
problem
of
lacking spontaneity at
times.
enjoyed
the
I
uncomfortable interaction
between
the
three
characters.
The writing was rich
with fascinating symbolism
fun
to
which
was
dissect. It was a good
choice
to
illustrate
human nature in
an
ironic way.

an ~~ ~ a~ auun~n~~ly~~~~ ~t~h~e~U~b~n~o~s~o~u;n;d~~• • •~~a~c~h~·o~n~s~w~er~e~al~s~o~a~w~k~w~a~~~~~~~~~
• • • •~
forced
to
face
the The movie was written •
mystery
that
had day by day as the film
surrounded their love. In was shot but because of
•
a flashback of Paris the skilled actors and
a
audience sees a different wonderful plot it turned
Rich than the one we arc ou t
to
be
classic
WAVECTOR
.
introduced to in the entertainment.
MARKETING CORPORA T/~

CO' LLE'GE STU" DENTS I

'1/1

offers 500 full time -summer positions
starting at
fol" ,thAt speciat someone · • •

$11 .0 5/with advancement

Come chec', out OUf' setecti.on

Gain valuable experience in.marketing, advertising,
promotions, and public relation&
.
Must be articulate
Call for Interview/Orientation Now!
Begin After Exams!

o IIi-tie c:£i.a.mol'Kls, WAtches

AM CJi-Its.

Carons
Q

In Rol. 401-946-0150
In Northern Rol. and Masso 401-769-2429
tbsfo.R,I .aRd P9ft.n~,.4Qt~76~-~4?9
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NOTEWORTHY
Some things
to think
about
Dy Michele Daccarella

Did you ever wonder
why they mow the lawn
around
the
classroom
building at 11:00 in the
morning when most classes
are in session?
Wouldn't it make more
sense to mow the lawn .in
the late afternoon when
the majority of classes
are done for the day? ,
Did you ever wonder
why the bookstore is not
open at least one night a
week when' it would be
more
convenient
for
students who because of
class or work can't get to
the bookstore between
9:00 a.m. and 3:30 p.m.?
Wouldn't it make more
to
open
the
sense
bookstore one day on the
weekend so that, visitors
could get a sweatshirt or
souvenir or stOdents could
get a convenience or
emergency item?
Did you .e¥er wonder
why there are only three
copiers (two in the main
library, one in arch
itecture library) for the
'! • • • • ,

Sherry, Paul, Gus" Wes enjoy the Otis Day and the Nights concert on April
15th. And the Best Toga award goes to Brian Krue's Mickey Mouse sheet toga.
Brian and his winning toga pos, here with friends Lisa and Krysta.
h los b Michele Baccarella
2,500 students who attend
R We? And from those of

classes? I don't know
about you but I think that
should
be
included
somewhere in' either my
tuition.. lS'r in one of the
fees t~at go with it?
Did you ever wonder
why sometimes during the
week but especially on
weekends it takes so long
(eight or more rings) for
the switchboard to answer

you who use the copiers
in the main library, you
know sometimes ,you are
better off writing it out
longhand because of the
fickle print quality.
Wouldn't it make more
sense to have available
a
more. proportionate
ratio
of
copiers
to
students?
the 2S3
I'leallPh~,..~flJt'::;';''''Ifiri~'''.~'''''''''~
~
nd
anyone else for that
copies, d 'd
1
you ever
wonder why you 'are matter trying to get hold
$2 of their son, daughter or
required t
o pay a
copying fee for some friend in an emergency.
Wouldn't it make more
• • • • • • Clip this Coupon
.
'-IID111~
sense to have a f u II -time
switchboard operator?
Does anyone know why

no more tllan 13 people
ran to be elected to the,
Student Senate?
Did you know that all
of those candidates only
needed one vote to be
elected?
I'm glad those' people
came forward and showed
the initiative and showed
t~ey care but what about_
the rest of us? What

Did you ever wonder
why students have to.
walk up three flights of
stairs outside t!l~ U}){ ry
only to walk dowp.-. th m
again on the inside to get
to the computer lab?
Wouldn't it make more
sense to let students use
the doors on the bottom
floor?

In the same vein, what
happened in the class
I t'ons
where
there
e ec 1
.
were no more than two
candidates for all four
positions in each of the
four classes'?

built along with the
addition where all the
student offices are?
Wouldn't it have made
more sense to provide for
calls to nature?

~~~'~~~",~~~i~~~~ijf!t~~~~~~~~~'''-~~~
oFnea thy C'Ol'ri&'e't tion?' - .
a :rtSoi'iis":'''wel"t? not

Hour Film
Developing

SETS OF

COLOR
PRlmS
FORme

PRICE OF
Two Roll Limit

Expires 5126189
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The Hooters came to RWC on April 16 as part of Sprinl
Week~ The :Nobody's, a four-man band made up of
RWC stude-:,ts opened for the Hooters.
photos by Michele Baccarel/a

Photo World
433 Hope St.
253-2248'
•
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YOU SAID IT
.Do high schools adequately prepare students for college?
What areas could be improved?

Dave Coccio
sophomore
Bristol, Rhode Island
No, I didn't really
realize it until I saw some
of the incoming freshmen,
they seemed totally lost.
Plus,
I
have
some
friends that are, still' in
high school and they
aren't emotionally ready
tor college.

Dave Guertin
sophomore
Nashua, New Hampshire

Larry Zevon
. junior
White Plains, Neti York
Yes. Some of the
stuff that you learn in
Heather Vance
high
school
isn't
freshman
necessarily stressed in
Cheshire, Connecticut
college, but most of it is.
In high school, geography
Yes, because you learn and history could be
all the basic things you improved, as well as
need to know for college.
placing more emphasis on
business skills.

Stacy Akin
freshman
Yarmouth, Maine .

Nothing prepares you
for college, really. Once
I got here, I was basically
working from scratch.
So basically, no.

Yes, because alot of
the classes you take in
college arc similar to the
ones taught in high
S

oL

all photos by Aimee Godbout

WE WANT YOU!
We are looking for some
dedicated people who would
like to work on the

nessenlJerstaff.
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We need:people for the
.. following positions:
_Reporting
Photography
Proofing/Copy Editing
Artists/Illustrators
Sales/Advertising
Business Managem~1n in
-

-

the new addition of the
Student Union. extension 2229.
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Carnival

,- And that's for the "F" I got on my last paper...

majorinR

in the

advanc~cl.moonwalkinl-major.

- Yes I'm going to do this even
tho..... I may look ridiculous.

«11 photos by Dave Gaeta

Cold Weather Carnival
- Even though the mercury dipped down
into the 30s, spirit wa high. at the
camival where" IOU coulcl dunk a
-~ teacher.. pelt a prof or take a ride down
the slide. The camival sp!nsored by
SAC was a fundraiser for -all- the clubs
who partitipated.

PJ'S- TAN'
- & TONE

GocidiDI Plaza • Goodinl Ave.. Bristol. RI 02~
(401)2~3-7378

Owned and operated by Paul & Jane Ray,

PJ'S NOW HAS:

#1
#2

#3

ESu,M~s

Tanninl $4.00 per visit
6 viiits for $22.00
10 visits for $35.00

-

Bxercisinl with pauive exercise
equipmaat $14.00. week.

••• cover letters, interview
pr~paration, personalized
quality job search programs.

Body -wraps: Lose 4 to 15 inches in

ODe hour.

#4

#5

Beauty cremes and Datural capsules
to help you look and feel wonderful.
Jumbo cookies that are 21-50 calories
per cookie - To help you lose weight!

Call for
.

'

DEWOLF FULTON AssOCIATES
Bristol
253-5527

PERSONALS
-B-, I'm not looking Dear Leah S., We have
Corward to the phono bills . ,at to meet beCore we go
next
year
at
all. home Cor summer.. I'm in
'They're going to be out one oC your classes (think
oC 'control, but that's oC the -s-- word...) I'll
okay iC that~s what it be in touch. Until then!
takes to stay in touch Love, ?
with you. Tell mom and
dad to let ready because
-Gil- is coming over real Kerri, Just want to let
you know that our talks
soon. Love ya, Gail
have really gotten me
thro~gh.
You
are
a.
Roomies,. I'll miss all oC speCIal person and I hope
you next semester, but I'm everything works out Cor
sure I'll be down to visit, next year! Love, Alana
especially Cor -Lisa's 21st.
I hope the house works
Thanks
for
Qut and remember to save Joe,
everything
you've
taught
a room Cor me! Jen
me since I met you. I
want,
you to have a great
Jill, We'll have to get
time
in Europe this
together over the summer
and, don't ever
summer
and go out. You, me,
r
orget
me!
I love you!
.Michele and Gail will shop
little
baby
bug!
Your
'til 'we can't tryon
anymore! Our talks have
, .been great, hope they And -yes Scott, I like your
never stop. I want you to Criends!
know that I'll be there
over the summer, OK? To Chester, Boobs and'
Love,.Alana
Mammy: I'll never Corget
{'
the great talks in Unit
CT - You are a super 342! One oC those is due
roomie! I'm going to miss about now, it's 'been a
you.
Have
a
good long time! Who knows, we
summer,
let's
get might learn something
new! Love you guys! Bodie
.together! Love - HD
'

Tom cl Alana, Well guys,
what could I possibly say, Unit 2 • To the -Greattxcept that you guys are Times! Let's do it again
the best. Thanks ' Cor sometime! Love ya guys"
everything you did and do you're all a blast. Ha-Ha!
Cor me. I maybe leaving
but I'll never Corget Alana, I couldn't ask Cor
either oC you. I couldn't a better roomie, and
Cor
two
better -C~iend. I'll never Corget
ask
Criends. You made my all the great, and crazy
rirst year oC college a times we shared together.
blast. Be good to each I had a great year but it
other. -I love you gUYL- wouldn't
have
been
Lo~e, Gail (Gil)
possible
without
you.
'
Don't
ever
change.
Nerd, Thanks tor all You're the best! Gail
you've taught me and Cor
beinl my best triend...1
love you. Your little baby George, Did I -.er tell;
you you're my' ~kero?
buna
Kerry cl Tray
You ran across campus
witho'ut WHAT.~.your
Jimi D. - I'm cominl
pants!!!
home to bug ya Cor the
summer. Ha!' Ha! Just
Michele and Jill, I had a k.iddin.J" ~uddy.
re",ly great year with
bothoC you guys.
I'll A.P. • Thank you Cor
never Corget all the great everythin~! Expect a visit
times -the group- had, or two thIS summer! Love
together. I know we will HD
keep in touch. We have
to get' together over the, To Gould - How's your
summer and go out. It's invert collection going?
Cor sure time Cor a girl's Hope as well as ours! The
night out on the town. Three Amigos.
I'm sure I'll be up to
visit.
Love ya guys. George H.. I think you're
Gail
.irresistible. Guess who?
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their graduation.

To
my
Criends
at
RWC(-the group-),
I'm
really going to miss you
guys next year. I hope
we don't lose touch.
Next year is going to be
very strange without the
whole
-groupbeing
together. The memories I,
have oC my rirst year oC
college are great because
you guys made it great
,Cor me. Well I wouldn't
say this is the end
because I'm leaving.
I
Ceel
it's
just
the
beginning.
I love you
guys. Love Always, Gail
To Porky! Best oC luck
,next year at Stonehill. We
will all miss you so you
. best keep in touch, ya.
hear? You'll come here
and we'll go there, not to
worry Pork! Take Care!
FiCi

Michele, Try not to worry
so hard about everything.
. It will all work out and
next year. We'll help each
other through. Guess - I'll
see you in summer school!
It never stops. Love ya
boobs! Alana

. 'T
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PERSONALS
Jamaica Man _ I want a ' !Hey Jenny, New England
piece of wallpaper, but lis for the dogs. I'm outta
l-m not going in the house ~~~e!
to get it. If you get a Ric, Jackie & K.er, Thank
piece for me, I'll treat yov for everything you~ve
,you and Mrs. Pierce to done for me this year. I
chocolate croissants! Your will miss you all next
buddy
year, but I will be down
to visit, I
swear. I
J.W. Chin up and have a couldn't have made it
great summer!
without your friendships.
Love ya, Trista ,
Rob Q. Thank you for
being so happy. Love ya! Julie, How's the bridge? I
~ V.D. Miss D.,
can't wait to eat it!!
I

Alf sucks!! Yours trulywith intelligence.
Someone
.
-

SMR. - I will miss you the
most. I love you.

Is it the beginning of the
end, or the end of the
beginning., The
dawn
.untouched is red. Let
nothing happen. Let it be
your will.
Tim,
Happy
1
year
anniversary. I know this
is just the beginning. I
love ya very much (even
when you're bad!) Patti
!M & M - I miss you both
un relentlessly
let
nothing come between
us. Me

-I'm not a painter...l'm a
poet!- the Secret Life of
Captain Bob!

To all my beloved antique
chicks, I hope you get
stuffed
with
big
fat
. Waah! XXOO
SmoOthie.

Hudey! - You know, I
think you have the cutestbuns on campus.

Remote, We're gonna have
the best time in Florida. Tray, SO much for sibling
weekend! Never again.
'1, promise. Love, Stiffy
K.erry
Hey Magoo - Did any of W: I had a great time
last week's personals make Saturday!! Sorry for the
you want to barf up a' uproar. Talk - E.
lung? - Roo
'
IHey gang! You guys are
T.M.N.T. Leave me alone !the greatest! Get together
:in August? I'll be there!
[please. XXX
Pete H. You
cutest! M.

arc
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-Classifieds
"I wastit, rubbing
it in-I just wanted
Eddie to know

RFTER RIDITION
HELPLINE,INC.
Need to Talk?

the score of
last nights game."

May We, Help?
Anonym~~s~

Confidential.
Every Evening 7-10 PM
Monday Mornings 11 AM
~:;..a.""""-~-_--':"---:'.:~~---""'----"~'~"'I""'" ~._._.... CA'LL 9410'.

HELP
WANTED:
, CRUISE SHIP JO'S
Now Hiring Men & Wotnen
, Summer & Career Opportun
ities(will train). Excellent
Pay Plus World Travel.
Hawaii. Bahamas, Caribbean, Etc. CALL NOW!
(206) 736-7000 Ext. 837J
(call refundable)

Go ahead and gloat. You can
rub it in all the Wi1!f to Chicago
with AmI' Long Distance Service.
Besides, your best friend Eddie
was the one who said your te<im
amId never win three straight.
S<> give him a call. It costs a
lot less than you think to let him
know who's headed for the Playoffs.

-MarketingLooking for a fraternity,
sorority or student organization that would like to
make $500 - $1,000 for a
one week on - campus marketing project. Must be organized and hardworkillg.
Call Jill or Corine at 1-800

Reacb out and touch someooe~

Ifyoutllike to know more about
AmI' products and services, like
International Calling and the AmI'
Cud, call us at 1 800 222-0300

-592-2121.

•

A1aT

The right choice.

Looking For Anyone
I IsInterested
In Sales Or

,\
I

...

--------------------~---------~-'!'II_~.

!
,

Sales Management
MAKINO'MONEY!!!
Interested, Please Call
253-0350.

_ . ,"_'- '. __ .__
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Collegegraduates getpre-approved credit and $400 cash back
on any oftfiese new Ford cars and trucks.
Your New England Ford Dealers think you should be rewarded for
those countless essays and pulling more all-nighters than you care
to remember. That's why we've introduced a hassle-free way for
s to l? a wFord car or truck. We'll give you pre-a
used as a downpayment on one of the new Ford cars or trucks
featured below. Other purchase incentives may also be available.
But you must take delivery by Dec. 31. .
To qualify, you must earn abachelor's degree from afour-year
college, or an advanced. degree from an accredited institution,
between Oct.' 1, 1988 and Jan. 1, 1990.
.
Ford's GraduateAssistance Program. Proofpnsitiyeofthe value
of an education.
See your New England Ford Dealer for details. For more
information, call this toll-free number: 1-800-321-1536.

,

